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Facts and Figures and the Wine Itself 

2014 APSARA CELLARS CABERNET SAUVIGNON – Napa Valley 

The winemaker and co-proprietor of Apsara Cellars is Scotland-born Robin Akhurst.  The heritage of his 

wife Aneeta is honored in the winery’s Sanskrit name for “angelic dancer,” implying their sought-for wine 

style of balance, purity, and a deep expression of character.  Robin’s wine career originated in service.  

Working as a sommelier in Edinborough then for a wine merchant in London, at some point the wine bug 

bit hard enough to have him wandering the world for viticultural and winemaking experience.  During a 

harvest stint at Two Hands Winery in Australia Robin learned of Napa’s rock star winemaker Thomas 

Brown, to whom he was later introduced.  Brown, for whom Akhurst ended up working, became his tutor 

on the Napa Valley’s possibilities and Akhurst’s own small winery project Apsara was finally conceived. 
 

Between Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Syrah, and two Cabernets Apsara Cellars produces a mere five 

hundred cases each year.  This Cabernet Sauvignon is represented by just one hundred cases of which we 

have acquired nearly ten percent for your club.  Made from 100% Cabernet Sauvignon grown in Saint 

Helena and Calistoga, the de-stemmed fruit saw a four-day cold soak before fermentation.  A nineteen-

month rest in 75% new French oak barrels followed, and the wine was finally bottled without fining or 

filtration. 
 

Another fact:  This tiny-production gem sells for $70 at the winery.  Your club numbers enable deals by 

which we can improve on that for you, providing a tangible value even at this higher price tier.  Yes, this is a 

plug for our wine clubs:  Maintain your membership and please tell a friend about what we’re doing here.  

More members mean even more buying power and thereby even better value to you. 
 

Those first three paragraphs represent significant facts about access to rarity, quality winemaking and 

grape sourcing, and fair pricing - but my main interest lies in the wine itself.  The proof is in the pudding, so 

to speak.  At 8:18 this morning a healthy pour rests in the glass beside my keyboard (a spit bucket resides 

on the floor behind me, by the way).   I’m admiring a deeply-opaque ruby color.  I’m smelling camphor, 

sweet herbs, black cherries, and damp tobacco leaf.  I’m tasting and feeling a mouthful of pure, ripe, 

round-yet-centered fruit and – regretfully – abandoning it to the aforementioned bucket.   
 

I like my job. 

59.99 / 53.99 for All Wine Club Members 



 

 
 

A Wine Replete with Names – of which ONE most interests ME 

2014 ACUMEN CABERNET SAUVIGNON – Napa Valley 
 

Let’s overwhelm you with namedropping, then get to the real point: 

 

Acumen Winery is sourced from two vineyards on Atlas Peak, high above the actual Napa Valley.  Its 

renowned neighbor:  Stagecoach Vineyard. 

 

Among the originators of Acumen Winery:  Winemaker Denis Malbec.  This name would be more familiar to 

you if Malbec hadn’t tragically died in a car accident a year or two ago.  WE knew of him via several great 

wines but – sadly - many great future vintages under his control are not to be.   

 

Acumen Winery is inspired by a bevy of other talents who have rubbed elbows with / maintained vineyards 

with / been employed by / rendered fermentations alongside the likes of Luc Morlet,  Alpha Omega, 

Stagecoach Vineyard, Michel Rolland, Araujo, Kathryn Hall, Realm . . . I could digress to further impress! 

 

 - But one name impresses me the most because it manifests itself in the wine itself.  This Cabernet’s 

nickname as displayed on the label:  “Mountainside”.  Should you be opening this on the same night as its 

wine club partner Apsara Cabernet you’ll smell, taste, and feel the Mountain Difference.  Both wines are 

2014’s.  The Apsara as a 100% Cab could conceivably be the more structured and durable wine than this 

Acumen blend of 78% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Cabernet Franc, 4% Petit Verdot, 6% Malbec, and 7% Merlot.   

 

Instead, the opposite is true.  This wine, though fully ripe, sports the additional feature of “guts”.  Tannins 

and acids, both attributable to the Atlas Peak derivation, frame this wine.  The excellent year of 2014 

makes this deeply-fruited wine irresistible now, but you’d better have a ribeye ready as accompaniment.  

Better yet, have this bottle soon to understand what we’ve provided, then run back to The Wine Steward 

for more to drink later while we can still provide Acumen! 

 

59.99 / 53.99 for wine club members 

(Is anyone out there doing the math?!) 
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2016 Rhone . . . The North and the South 

 

 

 

This is a Special Wine Club Month 

We are bringing you beautiful representatives of both the Northern and the Southern regions of the 

Rhone Valley, a place formed and defined by the eponymous river several Wine Steward fans traversed 

with Yours Truly back in May.  We even visited one of the wineries represented here (Grand Veneur makes 

“Jaume”), and drank the work of the other, Johann Michel, one magic night at a winebar in Tain 

l’Hermitage.  While this is therefore personal to some of you club members, it should be delicious to all.  In 

one club pack the irresistible endearment of the South is accompanied by the more elegant and savory 

qualities of the Northern Rhone.  Let’s go to one of my fave places in the whole wide world! 

 

     
Helene Jaume was our host, sacrificing part of her holiday to show us around! 

 



 

 

 

2016 ALAIN JAUME ‘Grand Garrigue’ – Vacqueyras, Southern Rhone, France 

 

Here is 65% Grenache, 20% Syrah, 10% Mourvèdre, and 5% Cinsault as raised in concrete vats and a few older 

barrels.  Those grape names don’t appear on this label.  They don’t have to.  The French wine culture 

concerns itself more with WHERE a wine is from, so the village name of “Vacqueyras” is the term proudly 

featured in big, bold type.  – But you can pretty much assume that Vacqueyras as well as bottlings from its 

neighbors Gigondas, Beaumes-de-Venise, and Chateauneuf-du-Pape will be based on the southern Rhone 

workhorse Grenache, with “S” and “M” as typical accomplices.  That’s regionally typical – because it works 

here! 

 

The reds from Vacqueyras and the other villages can be more modestly “classical” than this example.   Two 

reasons for the fruit-forward exuberance of this wine by Alain Jaume:  Vintage and Producer Style.   

 

Vintage:  

2016 is the second of two highly-successful years for the Rhone Valley, the best two since 2010.  The 

weather cooperated and all grape varieties ripened to full potential.  You can throw darts at a wall of 2016 

Rhones and hit a very good one every time.  This vintage goes more “purple” in effect than 2015’s more 

“red” effect, to my tongue.  A deeper, more saucy richness with – in some cases – more cocoa tannins as 

framework is the heady effect. 

 

Producer:   

Alain Jaume, which also renders the wines of Domaine Grand Veneur, is known for its more modern style.  

Even in less-ripe vintages this producer will come up with one of the more jammy, fruit-forward wines of 

the group.  To those hoping for restraint and modesty:  Head elsewhere.  Jaume will even indulge the 

palates of the uninitiated drinker of California wines.   

 

- And why not bring you this more flamboyantly-fruited example from the Southern Rhone?  It is an 

ultimate example of the charmingly careless grape Grenache, of the sunnier Southern Rhone appellation 

and all the warmheartedness that local sunflowers, sundresses, and Bain de Soleil imply! 

 

Match its endearing affability with anything grilled, especially lamb or pork tenderloin, and you’ll get the 

point!     

 

31.99 / 28.79 for all wine club members 

  



  
2017:  Visiting Johann Michel – One of Cornas’ hottest winemakers  (and he makes great wine) 

2018: Visiting nearby winebar Le Bateau Ivre where his wine was savored by our River Cruisers  

 

Northern Elegance 

2016 JOHANN MICHEL – Cornas, Northern Rhone, France 
 

Cornas is one of the southernmost sub-regions of the Northern Rhone.  We viewed its steeply-sloped 

vineyards as we floated by on our river cruise, appreciating the hard work the locals invest in planting and 

maintaining them.  This is Syrah country.  In fact, that’s the only permitted red grape here in the north, 

whether the wine comes from Cote Rotie, Saint-Joseph, Hermitage, Crozes-Hermitage, or here in Cornas.  

Maybe that’s appropriate since Syrah was born here.  The Northern Rhone style is the original style, with 

extreme variations from Paso Robles and Australia’s Barossa Valley being more recently conceived 

upstarts.  This should be your reference point for the grape, if history gets its way.     

 

The cooler weather of the Northern Rhone compared with that of the sunnier south along with its more 

mineral-based soils gives us a Syrah with more mysterious savory aspects than what some are more used 

to from the varietal.  May’s provision of Koyle Syrah from Chile brought you halfway to this experience 

with its own set of meat and olive aspects, yet that wine was more endowed with New World weight.   

This wine is more lithe in build yet considered fully ripe for the type.  It is best served in a Pinot Noir-style 

wine glass with – hopefully – grilled lamb nearby.  Its fragrance is more “funky” than usual this year; 

another argument for its compatibility with lamb or other more gamey meats. 

 

This producer is quite small.  Our two vanloads of visitors could barely fit in his barrel aging room while 

samples were poured.  Yet nearly all Cornas producers are similarly tiny for so is the appellation.  Barely 

three hundred acres of Syrah exist on this hillside appellation.  We hope you’ll relish not only the elegant 

goodness of this wine but the luxury of obtaining something the California market never sees.  Two 

different wine trips to this wine’s source were the inspiration for extracting a little bit from Johann 

Michel’s importer in Virginia.  Savor this! 

 
    

44.99 / 40.49 for all wine club members 
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A Comparison 

2013 OCCASIO PETITE SIRAH – Del Arroyo Vineyard, Livermore Valley 
 

While Petite Sirah originated in France 150 years ago as a cross between Syrah and Peloursin it barely exists 

there these days.  In the meantime California and Australia have been its most fervent – if not numerous – 

nurturers.  Calistoga in the northern Napa Valley may be Petite’s best advocate for my palate but the 

Livermore Valley is its most important one historically, for it was here that Concannon first identified it 

varietally on their wine labels several decades ago.   

 

CONCANNON:  Under its various owner/producers Concannon Petite Sirah has seen many quality and style 

ups and downs, and my own earliest experiences of tasting them (1980’s) remain my favorite.  Perhaps 

nostalgia is at play here, but I’ve yet to have that rustically-endearing flavor and feel replicated in my 

mouth.  – But John Kinney’s Occasio effort with the grape certainly takes me back.   

 

This purple-black curmudgeon hails from Concannon clone plantings of Petite Sirah in the Del Arroyo 

Vineyard high in Livermore’s southern foothills.  The use of American oak barrels furthers the effect of 

rambunctious brawn.  In the nose, a gruffness is soothed by accompanying sauciness.  Sage, lavender, 

black fruits, and teak are all in play.  The mouth is big and ruggedly tannic, reminiscent of Italy’s Taurasi 

versions of Aglianico, with flavors and textures of sandalwood, licorice, blueberries, and black raspberries.  

The sense of chunky-ness is unavoidable; best embraced and resolved by a meaty protein dish.  Meats 

from the grill or the roaster would be appropriate, as would a Bolognese-sauced dish. 

 

With this rare provision of a Livermore Valley wine we are recognizing fidelity to a grape and its historical 

treatment.  This is honest Petite Sirah if I’ve ever had one, of which a mere 87 cases were made.        

     

19.99 / 17.99 for Wine Club Members 

 



 

 

 
 

 

. . . And now it’s party time 

2015 OPOLO PETITE SIRAH – Paso Robles 
 

Consider the differences of the smaller-cropping drought year of 2015, a warm-to-hot wine region 

renowned for its big reds, and – I’m guessing - a different perspective on winemaking and you’ve got 

Opolo, a Petite Sirah about 1.5% higher in alcohol than the more textbook-style Occasio.  Yes, it’s party 

time!  - Though the the party may run short if you’re not properly hydrating and pigging out on wine-

absorbent food! 

 

Another difference or two may also be adjusting this 100% Petite Sirah’s appeal from the “historical / 

intellectual” to the “roly-poly.”  This wine is younger, and that feature alone can account for its more 

hyperactively-forward fruit.  As red wines age the youthful cherries and berries give way to more dried fruit 

suggestions.  Leather, tobacco, and herbs also start to have their say.  As a 2013 Occasio is heading in the 

latter direction.   

 

Add to this the Opolo winemaker’s decision to age his Petite Sirah for a mere ten months, nearly half the 

barrel sojourn as Occasio’s.  This more brief experience in the semi-oxidative environment retains more 

fruit.  It can also capture a more obvious oak effect.  It may seem counter intuitive to think a shorter time 

in barrel makes a wine more “oaky,” but wood and wine flavors are known to integrate, becoming one, 

over time.  A briefer collaboration between this Petite Sirah and its oak vessel might be making for more 

separately-sensed smells and flavors of the two components.   

 

All this conjecture aside, we hope you savor this unabashed cocktail-style red.  Enjoy it at your next party – 

and don’t forget to hydrate!       

 
   

21.99 / 19.79  for all wine club members 
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A Wine Steward Record 

2015 TIKAL ‘Patriota’ – Mendoza, Argentina 

When we first saw ‘Patriota’ about fifteen years ago it arrived in 750 milliliter bottles so oversized with 

thicker heavy glass that customers were wishfully assuming we were handing them a 1.5-liter magnum.  

This trend in “vanity packaging” soon took off (especially in Napa).  It seemed pretty eco-inappropriate to 

be shipping so much weight and material from as far away as Argentina, so Tikal finally quit the amplified 

look a few vintages ago.  Along with that, the oak treatment has been turned down a bit.  Fortunately for 

us, that’s all that’s changed about this consistently delicious wine.  I’ve never tasted a vintage that didn’t 

provide immediate pleasure to the nose and mouth for a broader-than-usual breadth of palate 

preferences, and so we have never “clubbed” any other wine more often than this Tikal product.    
 

Patriota is always a blend of two components Malbec and Syrah, the proportions of which varying 

depending on the year.  Certainly, you all know Malbec; one of the five major Bordeaux varieties whose 

more active European advocate is Cahors in the south of France.  Argentina has long grown the grape and 

when Paul Hobbs got involved about twenty years ago the whole world found out.  Between you and me,  

I’m not the biggest fan of Malbec on its own.  Rare are the examples that strike me as a “complete” wine 

without an aromatic or palate feel deficit.  Malbec blended with Cabernet Sauvignon and/or Syrah tend to 

work better, as does Patriota with its use of Bonarda. 
 

Bonarda?  While originally from France’s eastern Savoie region (and there called Douce Noir) its European 

acreage is dwindling.  In the meantime it has become Argentina’s second most planted grape after King 

Malbec, making this blend of 40% Malbec and 60% Bonarda (in some years it’s 50-50) a most intrinsic 

Argentine wine.  What is its role in this in Patriota?  To Malbec’s cracked red peppercorn and cherries 

Bonarda adds “florality,” a jolly sense of grapeyness, and a finish of mocha.  You could say the Bonarda 

slightly feminizes and beautifies Malbec’s more macho awkwardness.   
 

The sum is a wine replete with character though not heavy in apparent body, as a 100% Malbec is bound to 

be.  Patriota therefore makes for a great summertime red if there ever was such a thing.  Served at a 

cooler cellar temperature, it would be terrific with plump grilled sausages.  In the winter a Bolognese-

sauced dish would do the trick!   Our price is very, very good – and even better than that with your wine 

club discount – so come in and grab some more of this people-pleasing Argentine blend!          

19.99 / 17.99 for all wine club members 



 
Recognize this guy? 

 

A Sturdy and Dependable Red we Often Feature 

2014 LA QUERCIA RISERVA – Montepulciano d’Abruzzo, Italy 
 

That dude in the photograph visits The Wine Steward at least once a year to present a bevy of Italian wine 

bottlings to an appreciate group of our customers.  I get to see him on at least two other occasions.  Our 

more personal gatherings consist of Tom Kelly presenting me with up to twenty different “pre-arrival” 

wines.  These are samples representing not-yet-bottled, smaller-lot offerings still being finished in Italy:  

The rarer imports of “Small Vineyards,” whom Tom ably represents; wines not offered in the United States 

on a year-round basis.  As smaller productions these can be shown to only a few favorite accounts and 

we’re grateful to be included.  I taste as Tom elaborates and I make my picks which join those of other 

“key” accounts on a container in some Italian port.  The wine arrives, we show it in an event or to our wine 

club, and once it’s gone it’s REALLY gone.  There’s no inventory on this side of The Pond to access for 

replenishment. 

 

All this matters if you like this wine, chosen on the basis I’ve just described, and I’m betting you will.  My 

confidence is bolstered by having successfully shown you previous vintages of La Quercia’s excellent 

Riserva.  “Successfully” implies that you returned for more bottles - until we disappointed latecomers with 

our message of “Sorry, sold out!” 

 

This is NOT from Montepulciano, that Sangiovese-making place in southern Tuscan.  It is Montepulciano 

the GRAPE as grown across the Apennine mountains in the Abruzzo region.  Here in La Quercia’s vineyard 

with a view of the Adriatic Sea grows Abruzzo’s best red grape.  Montepulciano is known for its color and 

sturdy yet endearing tannic effect.  While tannins function as “friction” on your palate, this is balanced by 

dark and saucy fruit.  No new barrels were used in its making; only oversized, used Slovenian casks.  The 

effect is direct, impactful, and food-loving.  Tom suggests pork chops!!          

 

22.49  / 20.24 for all wine club members 
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Not just for dessert anymore! 

2016 PAJZOS FURMINT – Tokaj, Hungary 

Until recently, Hungary has hung its wine-importing hat exclusively on the dessert wine hook.  Worthy 

rivals to Bordeaux’s Sauternes are the late harvest, often botrytized Furmints from Tokaj, the best 

examples of which endure for decades.  That decadent drink has been revered for centuries, with lots of 

lore to go along.  Tokay Essensia, its rarest and richest form to which Robert Parker has assigned perfect 

100-point scores, is said to be the Pope’s traditional pre-bedtime sip (he’d better brush his teeth after that 

thick-as-honey snack!).  Armed guards once accompanied wagons of the stuff headed for Russia’s Tokaj-

craving czars.  – Then there’s the unique way of making that wine (though updated these days) by 

capturing its drippings from a stone table and counting the yield in buckets, or puttonyos.   Read up on 

dessert-style Tokaj then try it sometime – you’ll be drinking one of the wine world’s greatest treasures. 
 

But “sometime” may take a while, as many of us only rarely reference the sweet wine genre.  Hungary’s 

exporters now realize this, finally providing us with its dry wines formerly known only to the Hungarians 

and their visitors.  The Wine Steward now has few of these and “Pajzos” is our best Hungarian value.   Here 

Furmint is joined by 6% Harslevlu and 4% Sargamuskotaly, thrown in to challenge our spell checker.   
 

Only a few hundred cases of this snappy white made it to the United States, so acquiring enough for your 

wine club was a coup I was glad to pull off.  Beyond its rarity and the novelty of the Tokaj region’s bottle 

shape, Pajzos is just what we need while these warmer months prevail.  Savory aspects of chopped celery 

lushness and spicy white pepper complement lime blossom pizzazz and mandarin orange tang.  Fragrantly 

alluring, juicy, then abruptly ending; the abruptness is a mandate for another sip . . . and another . . . I 

imagine sushi would love this wine, as would a nice salade niçoise!           

13.99 / 12.59 for all wine  club members 



 
 

 

Apologizing in Advance . . . 

2017 MONTETONDO GARGANEGA ‘Frizzante’ – Verona, Italy 
 

This wine is unfortunately subject to the same certainty of shortage as the La Quercia described in the 

Wine Adventurer Club pack.  As a pre-arrival commitment from Importer Small Vineyards what we received 

is all we will get, and I fear too many of you will be clamoring for more.  To those for whom we cannot 

provide:  I promise to speak for MUCH more next year. 

 

OUR 3rd VINTAGE CLUBBING THIS WINE!! 

Perhaps you have tasted Vinho Verde, Portugal’s refreshing white with a bit of zingy CO2 prickle-ishness.  

Maybe you’ve even had Txakoli from Spain’s Basque Country; a tangy, dry drink rendered the same way.  

Well, we’re betting you’ve never had zinged-up Garganega from Verona, Italy until now!   
(“Yes, we longtime White Wine Club members first fell in love TWO VINTAGES AGO!”)  

 

“Frizzante” (with two Z’s to be sure you notice) is Italy’s wine term for “half bubbly.”  Moscato d’Asti plays 

this way - albeit with a bit of sugar – but in this case you’re getting a bit of fizz with a dry white made from 

the Garganega grape.  “Garganega”?  Is that another new one for you?  Perhaps you have heard of Soave?  

That wine from this northern Italy place got a bad reputation when lesser grape varieties were employed 

to make enormous tankfuls of the stuff, but GREAT Soave is made entirely of Garganega.   
(“We know.  We loved it for the last TWO vintages!”) 

 

What you simply NEVER see on the market is this smaller-production cutie, a Garganega rendered with the 

frizzante effect from the Soave region.  It’s a distinctively delicious offering from Small Vineyards, the 

importer represented by friend Tom Kelly who recently put on yet another successful Italian wine tasting 

on our mezzanine.   
(As he just did again THIS year!) 

 

Apples and peaches greet the nose along with a more “intellectual” effect of white pepper.  Ample fruit is 

countered by a brisk brininess on the palate, and sometimes I detect a ghost of tarragon there, too.  The 

recent arrival of this wine is perfectly timed:  You’ll find it the perfect summer sipper and a nice 

accompaniment to salads, cold crustaceans, and grilled fish. 

                            
            

16.99 / 15.29 for all wine club members 
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Chilean Cabernet, Unashamed 

2013 J. BOUCHON ‘Block Series’ CABERNET SAUVIGNON – Maule Valley, Chile 
 

I’m going to be brutally honest without (hopefully) offending.  
 

We listen carefully to our customers, hoping to satisfy their particular wine longings.  From observations of 

what many customers want from under-$20 Cabernet I’d say, whether or not this is realized, they’re 

actually requesting something A) Higher in alcohol, guaranteeing richness of mouthfeel, B) Containing 

residual sugar, C)  “Manufactured” with non-grape-derived additives and fancy winery processes to 

enhance color and flavor and body, and/or D) From a hotter wine region invoking baked fruit flavors, 

usually at the expense of Cabernet’s alternative nuances of earth, herb, and spice.  Hence, wines such as 

Joel Gott and the like.  If that’s what folks like to drink then that’s a useful wine – no argument! - but we 

want to show you a more “real” Cabernet this month.   
 

(Let’s first point out that online giant Wine.com retails this for 19.99 per bottle.   

As you’ll see below we’re dramatically improving on that.   

– But you still have to LIKE the wine regardless of price so let’s do a little justifying. . .) 
 

13.5% is a modest alcohol level these days . . . a pretty good indication that this J. Bouchon wasn’t trumped 

up to instantly impress with palate weight.  No, we’d rather you thought about this wine, putting your 

nose to work and then your mouth to examine actual, more honestly-achieved flavors. 
 

Did you know Cabernet Sauvignon is the offspring of Sauvignon Blanc and Cabernet Franc?   What do those 

three varieties have in common?  All are more apt to display pyrazines, the “greener” qualities you might 

smell and taste in a wine.  In Sauvignon Blanc, pyrazines can appear as green bell pepper or (you’ve heard 

this) cat pee.  In Cabernet Franc that green pepper can be just as obvious!  - And so it can happen in 

Cabernet Sauvignon, especially in Chile, expressed with a smoky roasted sweet red pepper effect.  This 

varies from wine to wine, of course, but is definitely at play in this bottling.  - So is the lower alcohol effect 

of less glyceryl richness and more honest acidity and complexity.  You should feel like you’re drinking a 

more “real” wine in this case.  Hopefully, you’ll appreciate J. Bouchon as a well-balanced, characterful food 

wine, not an enriched designer cocktail wine.   
 

This diatribe means not to “dis” the latter type; it seeks to justify the not-always-as-popular former one.  

So sniff, eat, sip, eat some more, and appreciate an honest Cab at a great price! 

Behold:  14.99 / 13.49 for wine club members 



  . . . Generally speaking! 

 

Cathy’s endorsement 

2017 VIÑA BUJANDA TEMPRANILLO – Rioja, Spain 
 

You longtime TWS adherents are familiar with Spain’s most famous wine place Rioja, that it makes 

magnificent and age-worthy wines, and that as a very big region it enjoys the “economy of scale” ability to 

provide good value wines as well.  Here’s one of the latter:  Tempranillo that may have seen nary a stick of 

oak – French, American, or otherwise.  It doesn’t sport the fancy tags “Crianza,” “Reserva,” or “Gran 

Reserva.”  - So what?! 

 

Cathy tasted and admired this, and reminded me your club doesn’t always require the unconventional or 

confrontational type of drink.  Tuesday Night Wine Club wines should offer good value and a people-

pleasing effect; the senses of the casual wine drinker should be assuaged.  Sometimes my wine finding 

yields a club placement challenging you a little more, but in the interest of breadth and balance we also 

chose you THIS no-brainer.  Maybe the fact that it comes from Spain and not, say, Lodi provides just 

enough of “the exotic”?  Maybe its consisting of Tempranillo and not Cabernet or Merlot also keeps it 

interesting?  Regardless, we want you happy enough to return for more of the same, and I’m betting this 

wine will inspire that business-sustaining regimen! 

 

Young ruby-red color . . .  Big fragrance of fresh cherries, sultry plums, and baking spices . . .  Mouthful of 

crunchy red fruit and tobacco warmth . . .  Snappy finish . . .  Hunger-invoking . . . This is a lot of wine. 

 

Did we do it for you?!     
 

11.99 / 10.79 for wine club members 


